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The kindergartners are
settling in for a busy year!

They are learning their letters
and sounds. They are working
on counting, numbers, sorting,

graphing, patterns, and
rhyming words. Many are

learning to read stories and to
write sentences all by

themselves! How exciting! 

The PTA meets on
the second

Tuesday of every
month at 7 PM.
Please join us!

Students in the first grade remind
everyone to "stop, drop, and roll!" A unit
on fire safety encouraged families to
brush up on their fire safety. (As a
reminder, you should practice fire drills
and check smoke detectors at home!)
First graders also studied bus safety rules.

The animals unit is keeping first graders
busy as beavers! In math, students are
mastering addition through the use of
touchpoints. They are also sorting by
shapes. Their spelling is improving
because they are using Word Study to
discover word patterns.

The Accelerated Reader (AR) program is encouraging
kids to discover the power of books. All students are
very excited about reading to earn points! They look
forward to "Survivor Day," a special AR reward
celebration. Thank you, parents, for helping out!

Susan Cruise,
President

Tilisa Riddle,
Vice-President

Lee Anne Crowder,
Treasurer

Melody Margrave,
Secretary

Don't forget the annual

FALL FESTIVAL !
NOVEMBER 3rd
10 AM- 2 PM

food
cake walk

games
prizes

inflatables
auction

raffle
loads of fun!

Help fund a
playground
for Drewry

Mason
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The three second grade classes have been reading silly stories
about talking animals! They have also written some silly poems
and stories of their own.  November activities will center around
a nature and camping theme. That always makes them hungry for
hot dogs and roasted marshmallows. Yum!

The book fair was a treat, and it gave 2nd graders a chance to
discover more AR books. This is important as they are busy
earning their points.

There seems to be a lot of missing teeth between the 2nd grade
classrooms. Mrs. Knott, Mrs. Young, and Mrs. Cockram all agree
the tooth fairy must be extremely busy!

The third grade classrooms
have been exploring all of
Earth's little nooks and
crannies! The first nine
weeks has definitely been
an adventure. They have
read about adventures all
over the world -  from the
war in China to the lost and
found bin in school. Their
adventures will continue as
they follow explorers'
routes to Jamestown,
Quebec, St. Augustine, and
San Salvador. They're sure
to encounter and
investigate a variety of
animals from every habitat
on the planet. Also, they are
reading to meet their AR
goals. Everyone wants to
participate in "Survivor
Day" at RES. That also
promises to be a true
adventure!

With the arrival of autumn weather,
fourth graders are "falling" into a
regular school routine. Summer seems
long gone as they make new friends and
adjust to the academics of another
school year.

In Language Arts, students have traveled on journeys to places like Alaska
and Japan. Students are "fine tuning" their spelling skills with differentiated
word study. They are learning to identify and use synonyms with the help of
a thesaurus. Isn't it thrilling to see the synonyms great, fantastic, marvelous,
and wonderful on the children's work and progress reports?

Science has afforded those in fourth grade the study of plant and animal
life and the interactions of both within an ecosystem. They are keeping
their eye on some decomposers as they interact with bread slices in Mrs.
McMillian's classroom. In the next few weeks, they will be making some
"shocking" discoveries about electricity!

Mrs. DeFriece's social studies classes have been exploring the regions and
boundaries of Virginia. Students made chocolate Virginia boundary maps to
"mold" this information to their brains. They are also learning about Native
American tribes and their language groups. Unwrapping different sized gift
boxes helped fourth graders understand the relative location and size of
Virginia compared to the county, country, continent, hemisphere, and planet.

In math, Mrs. Gardner's students have studied place value, rounding,
estimating, and geometry. Speaking of geometry and shapes - they tried
their best to be in shape for the recent mile run on Magna Vista High
School's track.  As football season is upon us and as basketball season
approaches, fourth graders will tackle those multiplication facts and shoot 
for knowing them all through the 10's!

Combine all of the above with Mac Lab, AR, PE, art, health, library, and
guidance, and people can see the fourth graders have been busy "harvesting"
lots of knowledge! Fourth grade is great!

The 5th graders have been
reading the AR novels Island
of the Blue Dolphins, Where
the Red Fern Grows, and 

James and the Giant Peach.

In social studies class, they
have studied Jamestown

and Virginia's regions.
Science has included

learning about plant cells. A
new ocean unit is beginning.

Math included a special
treat when a delicious ice

cream sundae party
culminated the review of the

multiplication tables. 
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